Know-How and Expertise

- More than 30 years of engineering & manufacture for medical and pharmaceutical device industries
- High-performing custom built assembly systems
- Management of worldwide complex projects
- Machine validation in our in-house cleanroom ISO 8

Technology applied to:

- Clean room application environment
- All geometrical and complex shapes
- Medical & pharmaceutical device industries
- Dose Counter Inhalers, Insulin Pens, Safety Syringes, Metered Valves, IV Sets…

A full range of solutions & platforms

- From Pilot phases to semi-automatic and high volume production
- Robotics, Cam indexing and Continuous motion technology
- Process Integration Experience on all technologies

Research and Innovations

- Ultra-sonic welding in Continuous motion
- High-Speed flexible feeding system
- Multi Speed indexed rotating ring "Innovation Award"
- Auto centering nest for high assembly accuracy
- Quick changing systems for multi references
- Multi format & footprint Tray Loader/Unloader

To ensure your competitiveness, you deserve an experienced and creative partner.

SOCIETE GUY NEYRET
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www.neyretgroup.com